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MOVERS & SHAKERS

“Those looking for the German market should
enter the digital economy hub in North RhineWestphalia – the best place to be for movers and
shakers starting their business in Germany!”
 Prof. Dr. Andreas Pinkwart, Minister for Economic Affairs, Innovation, Digitalization and
Energy of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia, @a_pinkwart

MOVERS & SHAKERS

“Our ecosystem offers quite a lot of undiscovered
jewels. Like all startups here they benefit from the
accessibility and the amount of companies in
NRW that could potentially partner with them.”
 Till Ohrmann, CEO and Co-Founder PIRATE Summit, @tohrmann

 Discover the startup-
ecosystem in NRW
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GERMANY’S BEST LOCATION
FOR DIGITAL COMPANIES AND STARTUPS

North Rhine-Westphalia provides digital companies with a vibrant startup
scene with a qualified workforce, giant market potential as well as the best
broadband infrastructure. 17.9 million people live in NRW and more than a
third of Germany’s 50 top-selling companies are based here. The industrial
heart of Germany beats in NRW. The high density of industrial and commercial enterprises represents countless of customers and cooperation
partners for digital technologies. The state is regarded as the leading
location for the development of the Digital Economy and "Industry 4.0",
or smart production. Moreover, the state government has set the course
for the digital future. The government is investing about 640 million euros
in future-oriented digital projects.

 Discover more video
material about NRW
YouTube-Channel

MOVERS & SHAKERS

 Germany’s economic
center
17.9 million people live here.
NRW generates 21.4 % of the
German GDP, in the field of ICT
even 29.4 %

 Central location and ideal
connections
Numerous direct flights to
destinations all over the world
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 Germany’s and Europe’s
No. 1 investment location
19,000 foreign companies
already settled here

 Support measures of the
state government
Six regional cooperation platforms for startups, industry
and SMEs
640 million euros for digital
projects up to 2020

 The best broadband
supply in Germany
74 % of all households have 50
Mbit/s lines. By 2018, 100 % will
be supplied with 50 Mbit/s lines.

MOVERS & SHAKERS

 Startup ecosystem
Infrastructure for founders,
incubators like “STARTPLATZ”
in Düsseldorf and Cologne
Access to funding provided
by NRW.BANK as well as
corporate and private venture
capital investors.

 Talent pool
Over 768.000 students in total
in NRW, 80,000 students taking
ICT-related subjects.



Cooperation network of
business and s
 cience
Europe’s densest research landscape with 70 universities
In leading clusters like “it’s
OWL” and the EffizienzCluster
LogistikRuhr companies and
research institutes work on
solutions for the future.
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BITSTARS
		

UNLEASH YOUR IMAGINATION

“NRW is a good location for startups because here you will find the support you
need and the startup scene is developing
very fast at the moment."

Simon Heinen

 Discover more video
material about bitstars
YouTube-Channel
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Creating innovative cutting edge technology
@bitstars
@HoloBuilder
@mosworld
Mostafa Akbari
Simon Heinen
Kristina Tenhaft
@bitstars
@HoloBuilder.com
bitstars.com
holobuilder.com

When Simon Heinen wrote his bachelor thesis about
augmented reality his supervisor Mostafa Akbari was so
excited about the topic that they both decided to found
the company bitstars, together with Kristina Tenhaft.
They developed HoloBuilder, an easy-to-use web based
editor and creator for 3D Web, Augmented Reality (AR)
and Virtual Reality (VR) content. This platform enables
everyone to create 360° AR and VR tours by uploading
360° images, animated 3D models, text as well as other
virtual content, and connect all this to a single interactive
experience. With main clients from the construction industry, the startup quickly started to grow. Having their
office in Aachen, they gained the benefit of direct access
to qualified employees from RWTH Aachen University.
Eventually, bitstars opened a second office in Silicon
Valley. After a successful financing round in the U.S.,
the subsidiary moved to San Francisco and operates
under the name HoloBuilder. In Germany they are called
bitstars – a HoloBuilder company.
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REDTEAM PENTESTING
SEEING YOUR NETWORK FROM THE
ATTACKER’S PERSPECTIVE

MOVERS & SHAKERS
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Leading specialized company
for penetration testing worldwide
@RedTeamPT
redteampentesting.de

In 2004, hacking was a controversial topic in the department of computer science of RWTH Aachen University:
Some professors refused to show their students how to
hack; others followed the motto “Only those who know
how to attack can defend successfully”. Being those who
wanted to be good defenders in the field of IT security,
RedTeam Pentesting started as a research group in the
department. Back then, they were already able to attract
the attention of businesses due to their innovative approach and publication of current research topics. This
not only got noticed in technical circles but also drew the
attention of the media. Thus, they established themselves very early as a brand in the IT security market.
During the following years, the team became a highly
sought-after provider of penetration tests on a national
as well as on an international level.

“Many consulting companies offer
pentests but we are specialized in
this field and do not use these tests
only as a pretext to sell IT solutions
to companies.”
Jens Liebchen
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ARTEGIC
BEST-IN-CLASS DIALOGUE MARKETING

One of the largest software-as-a-service
platforms for digital marketing in Europe
@artegic
artegic
Stefan Von Lieven
Jörg Sayn
Frank Michael
@artegic
artegic.com

A spin-off from a renowned research institute becomes
one of the largest service platforms for automated, digital dialogue marketing in Europe – this is what happened
in Bonn. Back in the 1990s, Stefan von Lieven and
Jörg Sayn founded their company together with other
colleagues. Previously, they had helped to develop its
technological foundations at the Fraunhofer Institute for
Intelligent Analysis and Information Systems. With their
service platform ELAINE, they support companies in linking existing customer data and digital marketing activities. On this basis, the software automatically displays
suitable offers and information on the right channel and
at the right time to customers and prospective customers. The goals are customizable, depending on the
industry. It can be about suitable offers in e-commerce
or the brokering of empty seats in an airline's flight
operations. artegic has received several awards for this
software. The company now has additional offices in
Munich and London and employs 74 people.

MOVERS & SHAKERS

“Our solutions enable
companies to use their CRM
data simply and directly for
marketing automation.”

Stefan Von Lieven
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DOO
SCANBOT – CREATE PREMIUM
QUALITY SCANS. EASY. FAST
“I never set up a business in order to get
rich. That's why I wasn't all that shocked
when I suddenly became poor. I simply
started up again after the bankruptcy.”
						 Frank Thelen, @frank_thelen

 Discover more video
material about scanbot
YouTube-Channel
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@scanbot
@frank_thelen
@sieberger
@alexkoche42
Scanbot
Frank Thelen
Marc Sieberger
Alex Koch
@scanbotapp
scanbot.io
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Most people know Frank Thelen as the successful
investor from the German version of the TV pitch show
“Dragons’ Den”. What they don’t know is that he used to
be a software developer. Together with Marc Sieberger
and Alex Koch, he had developed an app called doo.
It collected documents from the user's cloud services,
email inboxes and local file folders and managed them
automatically. However, after two and a half years, the
number of users was not sufficient to work profitably,
and the app was discontinued. This setback did not
make the founding team give up. Based on the technologies created previously, the team developed a new,
extremely user-friendly scanner app. Scanbot is superior
to similar apps in that it automatically recognizes and
processes documents such as photos, texts or tables.
With more than eight million users and numerous
awards, Scanbot has developed into quite simply the
leading scanner app. It is also available for other businesses as a plug & play software development kit,
already being used by Fortune 500 and Dax 30 companies. Founder and CEO Frank Thelen has meanwhile
withdrawn from operational business and now dedicates
himself entirely to his passion as an investor.
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EYEO
CHANGING A BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY

Adblock Plus is the most popular add-on/
extension ever
@eyeo
@tillfaida
Till Faida
@eyeo GmbH
@Adblock Plus
@Till Faida
eyeo.com
adblockplus.org
palant.de

In January 2006, Wladimir Palant created Adblock Plus,
a browser extension blocking online adverts. Less than
a year later, Adblock Plus had already become the most
downloaded extension. Today the extension is running
on 100 million active devices, it is one of the most-used
browser extension for all common browsers. With growing user numbers Wladimier Palant realized that he had
a responsibility towards website owners who saw their
main source of income diminishing. Together with Till
Faida, who manages the operational side of the business
and investor Tim Schumacher the idea of “Acceptable
Ads” was created. The three of them founded the company eyeo as the business entity behind Adblock Plus and
“Acceptable Ads”. Acceptable Ads are online advertisements that depend on certain criteria such as size, placement and labeling. The company is regarded worldwide
as one of the most controversial startups. Big ad networks fear that their business models might be imperiled by the selective function of Adblock Plus.

MOVERS & SHAKERS

“Putting you in control of a
fair, profitable web.”

Till Faida
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GIANT SWARM
SIMPLE MICROSERVICE INFRASTRUCTURE

“I have been fortunate enough to be able to marry my
technology love with my interest in business, finishing
an MBA while setting up the technology backbone
and managing the software development in diverse
projects.”
 Oliver Thylmann, @othylmann

“Love to solve hard and valuable
problems with great software.”
 H enning Lange, @henninglange

MOVERS & SHAKERS
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Giving developers the power and freedom
to build software that runs the world
@giantswarm
@othylmann
@henninglange
Giant Swarm
@Giant Swarm
giantswarm.io

In 2014, serial entrepreneurs Oliver Thylmann, Henning
Lange and Timo Derstappen founded Giant Swarm in
Cologne. The idea: Providing hosting services for a micro
services driven world so that developers can focus on
their code instead of the infrastructure, even in times of
rapid scaling. While microservices are an inevitable architectural paradigm for scalable web services, the underlying infrastructure is very complex, and Giant Swarm
provides this infrastructure, based on the leading orchestration framework Kubernetes, as a fully managed
solution, be it on premise or in the cloud. Additionally
the containerization platform is fully independent of the
programming language of choice and allows developers
to remain in full control of the architecture of their web
service. Through it's multi tenant solution, Giant Swarm
allows customers to run multiple clusters for different
teams of stages, fully decoupled and secure across data
centers and tailored to their specific needs, while retaining full access to Kubernetes for each team.
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PIRATE SUMMIT
PUTTING THE ARRR! IN STARTUP

Europe’s biggest invitation-only gathering of
startups and investors
@PirateSummit
@tohrmann
PIRATE.global
Till Ohrmann
pirate.global

What started as a fun project for some students became
Europe’s craziest startup event. Since 2011, the Pirate
Summit has taken place in Cologne, designed for earlystage founders and high-profile investors to connect
and celebrate entrepreneurship on an equal footing and
by invitation only. In 2016, 1,000 attendees, 650 founders, 200 investors and 60 speakers gathered at the
Odonien area in Cologne. The Pirate Summit represents
true grassroots entrepreneurship: authentic, crazy and
real. CEO Till Ohrmann and Chairman Manuel Koelman
have grown a diverse network of players from the European digital economy. They organized the Pirate
Summit Global Tour – 300 pitches in more than 30
countries – to conquer cities such as Teheran, Beirut,
Minsk, Tirana and Moscow and to find the best startups
in Europe and the Middle East. The best of them are
competing in the big final in Cologne. But the Pirate
Summit is far more than a final pitch. Participants
debate passionately, forge new cooperations and
celebrate life as a pirate.

 Discover more video
material about Pirate Summit
Video
YouTube-Channel
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“We offer a place to meet like-minded
people and to make new friends.”
 T ill Ohrmann, @tohrmann
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QUINTLY
TRACK, BENCHMARK AND OPTIMIZE
YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA PERFORMANCE

Key player for social media performance
@quintly
quintly GmbH
@quintly
quintly.com

Quintly is an online social media analytics tool that helps
to track, benchmark and optimize social media performance. With quintly, users can benchmark their own
social media performance data against the numbers of
their competitors. In 2010, Alex and Frederik Peiniger
developed an early prototype merely as a side project,
yet was quickly able to convince his first ten clients in
Germany. After that, quintly went international pretty
soon and even got seed investment from the US. At that
point, the company started to grow internationally. In
March 2014, quintly founded its US corporation named
“quintly Inc.”, based in San Francisco, to address the big
US market in a more direct way but also to be closer to
the innovative ecosystem of Silicon Valley. Currently,
quintly has users from over 160 countries.

 Social media reporting
from A to Z with quintly

MOVERS & SHAKERS

“We want to continue to be
a key player in this market
worldwide and help to drive
the whole industry forward.”
 Alex Peiniger, @alexpeiniger
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PICANOVA
ONE TEAM. MILLIONS OF HAPPY
CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE.
The world’s largest manufacturer of
personalized wall decorations
@picanova
Picanova Group
Daniel Mühlbauer
@Picanova
picanova.de
meinfoto.de

The story of Picanova began in 2004 in a small garage in
Cologne. The brothers Daniel and Philipp had a vision:
“People want to see their own pictures on the wall.” So
they went on to revolutionize the market of individual
wall decorations by implementing an online shop where
customers can upload their photos and get high-quality
images within a short time. In 2008, Dumont Verlag noticed the company and invested in the Cologne startup.
Only a year later Picanova opened its international production sites in the US, China and the Baltic States. The
main focus was given to the B2C market, which was
soon to be dominated thanks to the “best quality for the
best price” policy. Today, the company operates more
than 40 online shops in several languages and delivers
to over 170 countries. Growing steadily, Picanova also
does research in innovative technologies such as highend 3D printing processes for the end-user market.

MOVERS & SHAKERS

“In the end, we want to delight people in
countries all over the world with a wide
range of emotional, individual products
and at prices that ANYONE can afford.”
Philipp Mühlbauer
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HOMELIKE
GET THE HOMELIKE FEELING

The online B2B marketplace for furnished
temporary housing
@Homelike_Int
@thehomelike
@dustin_figge
The Homelike
Dustin Figge
Christoph Kasper
@Homelike
thehomelike.com
blog.thehomelike.
com

The search process for furnished apartments has always
been unnecessarily complex. Homelike thinks that the
entire experience of renting a temporary home should be
faster, easier and more transparent to everyone! That’s
why Dustin Figge and Christoph Kasper created Homelike. While Dustin studied business administration and
worked in the B2B business, Christoph studied business
economics and worked in HR. Those experiences helped
them build a digital marketplace for furnished temporary
apartments to help tenants to find a home away from
home and provide professional landlords with a way to
rent out apartments easily – online! The mission is to
make the entire experience of finding, renting and living
in a furnished apartment simple, secure and seamless
while aiming to keep the Homelike feeling.

 Discover more video
material about Homelike
YouTube-Channel
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“We know from personal experience
how painful, costly and time consuming it can be to find a place to
stay for a couple of month while
relocating to another city or being
on a longer business trip.”
Dustin Figge & Christoph Kasper
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CUMULOCITY
CONNECT TO INNOVATE

MOVERS & SHAKERS
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The leading machine-to-machine/Internet
of Things platform
@Cumulocity
@GrossBernd
Cumulocity
Bernd Gross
cumulocity.com

Cumulocity was born in 2010 in Silicon Valley as a spin
off of Nokia Siemens where CEO Bernd Groß had previously been responsible for the Internet of Things (IoT)
business. Now based in Düsseldorf, the company’s innovative software solutions radically simplify connecting devices and machines with the cloud throughout
various industries. These applications help industrial
organizations to monitor and control their machines
around the world securely and remotely. Moreover, for
some companies the technology generates completely
new business models. Cumulocity provides the basic
technology as a white label solution and cooperates
with partners, each of which brings its own, to some
extent industry-specific, offers to market. The partners
include Deutsche Telekom, Software AG or Intel, whose
IoT business solutions are based on the technology of
Cumulocity. In 2017, it was aquired by Software AG.
With a staff of currently 75 people and headquarters
in Düsseldorf, the company also operates engineering
centers in Poland and Portugal.

“Our mission is to make mobile machineto-machine applications profitable for all
businesses through ready-made cloud
subscription services.”

 Bernd Groß, @GrossBernd
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KAASA HEALTH
DIGITAL THERAPY FOR CHILDREN
AND ADULTS
“Many people make plans to live
healthier, to feel better – I want to
create ways for them to succeed.”
Ulrich Schulze Althoff

“The goal of our products is
that patients gain control
over their illness and have
to depend less on others.”
Andreas Rothgangel

 Discover more video
material about Kaasa
health
YouTube-Channel
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“Meister Cody” – best educational game
in Europe
@kaasahealth
Kaasa health
GmbH
Ulrich Schulze
Althoff
@Kaasa health
kaasahealth.com
meistercody.com

Kaasa health is a software company based in Düsseldorf
and one of the pioneers in developing “serious games”
to motivate children and adults to follow a healthy lifestyle by combining science and playful elements. Led
by Ulrich Schulze Althoff, who founded Kaasa health in
2009, the company produces high-quality software that
provides astoundingly simple assistance for managing
daily problems. One of these solutions is the critically acclaimed „Meister Cody“ product range. „Meister Cody“ is
an assessment and training concept for children with
dyslexia and dyscalculia. It was developed together with
the leading scientists of these special fields, Prof. Dr. Gert
Schulte-Körne (author of the Marburger Rechtschreibtraining) and Dr. Jörg-Tobias Kuhn (Institute of Psychology at University of Münster). Effectiveness of the concept was proven by several studies.In 2014, “Meister
Cody” was named “Best Educational Game in Europe”
at the European Conference on Games Based Learning;
a year later the game received the Dyslexia Quality
Award.
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MAPUDO
RAW MATERIAL FOR INDUSTRY
AND CRAFT WORK
Combining the traditional steel trade with
the digital economy
@mapudomaterials
Mapudo
Sebastian Grethe
@mapudomaterials
mapudo.com

Mapudo is a revolutionary marketplace for the steel
distribution industry. In 2014, the founders Martin
Ballweg, Sebastian Grethe and Marius Rosenberg
recognized the need for a neutral online platform for
trade in the steel industry to optimize the whole process. This led to the foundation of the first company
offering an online marketplace for steel suppliers to
automate their sales process and serve small customers and fulfill small orders at lower prices. Mapudo
has the advantage that retailer and customer find
each other faster and more efficiently. Costs are lower
for both sides because sales and purchase transactions are totally automated, quick and low-priced.
The Düsseldorf-based company profits especially
from the dense industrial landscape in NRW. The
proximity of developers and users, of customers and
suppliers, is fundamentally important to their product.

 Discover more video
material about Mapudo
YouTube-Channel
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“Due to the positive feedback of our
customers, we noticed that our idea
for a B2B online marketplace for steel
products came at the right time.”

Sebastian Grethe

Mapudo – Stahl direkt online
https://www.mapudo.com/?gclid=CIfZ0M_dxNICFVW7Gwod6-kDeQ
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SECUSMART
		

HIGH SECURITY MADE IN GERMANY

“Our main mission is to secure voice calls.
Most users only think about securing the
data but disregard what can be transmitted
by voice. The voice has to be handled in the
same way as a shared file.”


 Christoph Erdmann

 Discover more video
material about Secusmart
Video 1
Video 2
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Secure Mobile Communications
@SwenjaHintzen
Secusmart GmbH
Christoph Erdmann
secusmart.com

Since being founded in 2007, Secusmart has evolved
into a global expert in secure communications. Secu
smart, a BlackBerry subsidiary since the end of 2014,
has been providing German government agencies,
ministries and other official bodies with anti-eavesdropping solutions for mobile devices for more than
nine years. One milestone was the Secusmart Security Card, a mini computer integrated into a standard
micro-SD card. The company is managed by its founder Dr Christoph Erdmann and Daniel Fuhrmann, who
has been working for the company from the outset.
Under their leadership, Secusmart has steadily grown
and now supplies its trusted solutions to more than 20
governments worldwide.
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TRIVAGO
GET MORE OUT OF LIFE

“Our philosophy is that in a world of constant
change the only sustainable competitive
advantage is the pace of our learning.”
 R olf Schrömgens, @rolfschroemgens
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The world’s largest hotel search
@trivago
@rolfschroemgens
trivago
Peter Vinnemeier
Rolf Schroemgens
@trivago
trivago.com

Founded in 2005 and headquartered in Dusseldorf,
Germany, trivago is a global hotel search platform.
Its mission is to “be the traveler’s first and independent source of information for finding the ideal hotel
at the lowest rate.” As of September 2016, it offered
access to approximately 1.3 million hotels in over 190
countries. The founders Rolf Schrömgens, Malte Siewert and Peter Vinnemeier today employ more than
1100 people from over 50 nationalities. They regard
their team as the key to their success and care about
the staff’s well-being with self-determined working
hours and many perks such as company trips and supporting a healthy lifestyle from providing healthy food
options to offering a number of sporting activities. In
2012, Expedia acquired 61 percent of trivago for 477
million euros. Today, trivago is now listed on NASDAQ
under TRVG. The founders however, did not sell many
of their shares “This is because we still have a great
interest in developing trivago,” explains Schrömgens.
The company remains committed to their founding
city Düsseldorf with a new campus being built in the
city’s Media Harbor.
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AUXMONEY
ALL FOR ONE

“Our doubling in size demonstrates the benefits
of peer-to-peer lending. It also sends a strong
signal to the entire financial sector and demonstrates that FinTechs can change the name of
the game.”
 R affael Johnen, @raffaelx
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Germany’s leading lending marketplace
@auxmoney
@raffaelx
auxmoney
Philip Kamp
@AuxmoneyKredit
auxmoney.com

On a weekend in 2006, two friends from university,
Raffael and Philip were driving through the bank district of Frankfurt. The question arose “Why do we
need banks for people to lend money to each other?”
The idea of a digital platform was born where borrowers and investors could get together without the need
for any banks. And so it happened that Raffael Johnen,
former investment banker, Philip Kamp and Philipp
Kriependorf founded auxmoney in 2007. Since then,
Germany’s leading lending marketplace and Europe’s
second largest peer-to-peer lender have continued to
grow. According to the research institute GfK, auxmoney is also the most famous FinTech firm in Germany. That does not come as a surprise given its 1.5
million registered members. Since its beginnings, auxmoney has generated 400 million euros worth of loans.
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STARTPLATZ
INNOVATION BEGINS HERE
Hotspot and incubator for startups, founders
and entrepreneurs in the Rhine region
@Startplatz
@lgraef
@matthiasgraef
STARTPLATZ
Lorenz Gräf
Matthias Gräf
@STARTPLATZ
startplatz.de

A lone warrior – this is how Lorenz Gräf often used
to feel as a startup entrepreneur. In Germany he was
missing the networking opportunities, support and the
exchange with other founders he had experienced during his time in Silicon Valley in 2006. Thus, the idea for
STARTPLATZ was born: to create a place of exchange
for startups, enterprises, science and other stakeholders in NRW. Today, the two STARTPLATZ locations in
Cologne and Düsseldorf are more than just co-working
spaces; they function as incubators and networking
hotspots for the startup scene in the Rhine Region.
Many successful startups from NRW, for example Giant
Swarm, still have their roots at the STARTPLATZ office,
yet the vision of Lorenz Gräf is to pave their way to further achievements.
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“Our philosophy: We believe in the
principle of ‘lean startup: Establishing
a product in the market as quickly as
possible and refining it gradually.”
 D r. Lorenz Gräf, @lgraef

“Our aim:
Strengthen the Startup Scene in Cologne
and Düsseldorf.”

Matthias Gräf
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9ELEMENTS
		

HIGH ON CODE
Creating innovative Solutions across
platforms and channels

@9elements
@sippndipp
@toshiyori
9elements
Sebastian Deutsch
Eray Basar
@9elements
9elements.com

In 2005 when Sebastian Deutsch and Eray Basar
studied computer science at the TU Dortmund, they
founded a small company in the middle of the industrial Ruhr Metropolis: 9elements. They began by developing software and designing websites. Since then,
they have come a long way. Today, 9elements combines finest technical craftsmanship with elegant and
functional design to ship innovative digital experiences.
From game development and interface design to
state-of-the-art computer science research, from
business programming to digital culture – their work
is influenced by a wide spectrum of backgrounds. Their
clients always receive tailored, individual solutions. So
it does not surprise that the startups they have worked
with turned into market leaders, like Employour and
Moviepilot. Moreover, they are doing projects for global
players like Google and OECD. Knowing how hard times
can be as a startup, 9elements supports, invests and
becomes business partner of other startups, to help
create innovations.
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“I’m with the new
stuff”
 Eray Basar, @toshiyori

“I live in Bochum (Ruhr Metropolis).
It is a great place to be: Many people
live here, with all the universities
around it is not that difficult to find
talents and offices are cheap.” 
 S ebastian Deutsch, @sippndipp
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FRAUNHOFER IML
TO PLAN LOGISTICS – TO GUARANTEE
MOBILITY – TO DESIGN THE FUTURE
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Pioneer in logistics and the Internet of Things
@FraunhoferIML
@Fraunhofer IML
iml.fraunhofer.de
tenhompel.de

The Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics
(IML) is one of the world’s leading institutes for logistics research. 260 scientists and another 250 PhD
students and undergraduates are developing application-oriented logistics solutions in cooperation with
industry. They focus especially on the intelligent linking-up of machines, things and people. The managing
director of the institute, Prof Michael ten Hompel, is
regarded as one of the fathers of the Internet of Things.
For instance, the institute created an intelligent, decentrally controlled material flow system that does not require conveyor belts. Autonomous vehicle robots organize themselves and coordinate their route planning
without any central control. Moreover, the IML initiated
the “EffizienzCluster Logistik Ruhr”. In Europe’s largest
logistics network, 120 companies and eleven research
institutes are working on the logistics of the future.

“It’s all about the big picture.
You don’t just get to stay
market leader, you have to
become it again and again!”
Prof. Dr. Michael ten Hompel
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URLAUBSGURU
AROUND THE WORLD ON A SHOESTRING
Winner of the NRW Startup Award 2016
@urlaubsguru_de
@DnlMrx
@DanielKrahn11
Daniel Krahn
Daniel Marx
UNIQ GmbH
@urlaubsguru.de
@UNIQ
@urlaubsguru
urlaubsguru.de
un-iq.de/en

The roots of Urlaubsguru lie in a summer night in 2012
when Daniel Krahn and Daniel Marx sat on a balcony, having a barbecue and toying with the idea of creating a travel
blog. As a result they developed urlaubsguru.de, an online
portal which helps users to find low-priced travel deals.
What began merely as a hobby soon became a major business: By now Urlaubsguru.de is one of the largest independent travel websites in Germany with nearly six million
fans on Facebook and over 17 million page views per
month. The two Daniels have published their concept in 10
countries, and today their business has 150 employees. In
2015, Urlaubsguru.de was voted “Website of the Year”
and in 2016 the two founders received the NRW Startup
Award. Today, they are running their company under the
name of UNIQ and have established further blogs, featuring deals for sea cruises, pets and other shopping ideas.

MOVERS & SHAKERS

“Daniel and I were able to fund 6.60 € for the
domain and the first small webhosting package
from our savings. All the rest Urlaubsguru has
achieved itself, which makes us extremely
proud.”
 Daniel Marx, @DnlMrx
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DSPACE
ACCELERATING YOUR SUCCESS
“I do not know what vehicles will look like in the
next 25 years. But what I can say with certainty
is this: Many major electronic systems will have
been developed with dSPACE products. ”

Dr. Herbert Hanselmann

 Discover more video
material about dSpace
Video 1
Video 2

MOVERS & SHAKERS

dSPACE Inc.
@dSPACE
dspace.com
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The leading producer of engineering tools
for developing and testing mechatronic
control systems
He turned down a professorial chair at the University
of Paderborn and several other contracts from companies: Instead, Herbert Hanselmann decided to be
self-employed with three colleagues from the Institute
of Mechatronics at the University of Paderborn. In
1988, he founded the company dSPACE that laid the
foundation for many key technologies such as rapid
control prototyping and hardware-in-the-loop simulation. With their products, new software solutions for
electronic control units and mechatronic controls can
be developed and tested faster. Today, wherever engineers are working on cars and planes of the future,
dSPACE is involved. In the meantime, dSPACE has
opened subsidiaries in the USA, France, the UK,
China and Japan with 1,300 employees worldwide.
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CLAAS GRUPPE
HARVESTING THE FUTURE

“Our innovative technology and the high quality
of our products keep us at the top of the market.
But the real secret to our success is the people
who have turned CLAAS into what it is today.”

Cathrina Claas-Mühlhäuser
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The top combine harvester manufacturer
CLAAS
@CLAAS
claas-group.com
claas.com
yourCLAAS

in the world CLAAS is a family-owned company that
was founded in 1913. Today, CLAAS is regarded as
the top combine harvester manufacturer in the world.
The company has 11,000 employees worldwide and its
high-tech products are used in 140 countries. In detail,
CLAAS is working on a self-organizing agricultural production process with smart machines. A large number
of sensors, actors and embedded systems will perform
monitoring, steering and control functions within the
machinery. For example the fleet view, a product that
links harvester and tractor, so the harvester knows
when its grain tank will be full and automatically calls
the tractor with the transfer vehicle. As soon as a loaded
tractor sets off back home, the CLAAS Lexion sends data
of grain quantity and quality to the silo management. At
the same time, the harvester continually receives new
weather data so that it knows: There will be rain in three
hours. As a result, the harvester recommends to the pilot to set a maximum speed mode instead of minimum
fuel use. This technology saves farmers time, money
and stress.
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MIELE
FOREVER BETTER
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The world's leading provider of premium
domestic appliances for cooking, laundry
care and floor care
Miele_Press
Miele
miele.com

Two families have shaped the company for more than
100 years: the Miele and Zinkann families. Today, both
are still engaged in the operative management of the
company, which has always stood out from its competitors with innovations. In fact, Miele was the very first
provider of networked household appliances. For example, the company developed a domestic appliance app.
With this app, appliance owners will be on the safe side:
a simple glance at their smartphone or tablet PC will
provide instantaneous confirmation of the status of the
washing machine and other appliances. Moreover, in
future the devices are not only supposed to communicate with each other autonomously but also perform
intelligent energy management. Their vision: If availability and price fluctuate with increasing use of regenerative energies, the appliances will regulate the process
flows independently as part of smart grids. They determine the optimum in energy consumption, costs and
time – automatically and comfortably for the customer.

“When it comes to smart
products, we are at the
forefront of our industry.”
					Markus Miele
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HARTING TECHNOLOGY GROUP
PUSHING PERFORMANCE
“HARTING IIC MICA makes it possible to
temporarily save, evaluate and process data
in the immediate vicinity of machinery and
equipment. This way, old machines can be
made suitable for Industry 4.0.”

Maresa Harting-Hertz

“In technology we see a great
opportunity to meet the challenges
set by society. Technology serves
mankind, and this in turn makes
our work meaningful.” 
Philip Harting
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World market leader in the field
of connection technology
@Harting
HARTING
@Harting Techno
logiegruppe
harting.com

Although it has long since become a global player,
Harting has remained a 100% family-owned business
since it was founded in 1945. Today, Philip Harting
leads the Technology Group with his parents Margrit
und Dietmar Harting, his sister Maresa Harting-Hertz
and and other non-family managers. The Harting
Technology Group is skilled in the fields of electrical,
electronic and optical connection, transmission and
networking, as well as in manufacturing, mechatronics and software creation. Among other things, Harting develops innovative concepts and tools for the
digitization of the value chain, especially regarding
industrial production. In 2016, for instance, the minicomputer MICA won the Hermes Award, the most renowned industrial innovation award worldwide. MICA
can add intelligence to existing machines and sites so
that traditional factories are turned into smart factories. MICA enables many small and medium-sized
companies to enter the world of smart production.
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DWNRW-HUBS
BRINGING TOGETHER INDUSTRY, SMES
AND STARTUPS

Since the end of 2016, six hubs have been in place as regional platforms
for digital transformation in NRW: in Aachen, Bonn, Düsseldorf/Rhineland,
Cologne, the Münsterland and in the Ruhr Metropolis. SMEs, industry and
scientific institutes can build networks with startups on a regional level.
The idea is for them to learn from each other and to jointly develop digital
business processes and models within the framework of the hubs. In addition, the hubs support the development of young startups by offering them
the possibility to use co-working spaces and participate in training programs. A few platforms also act as accelerators and participate actively
in startups. The hubs orient their measures to specific regional characteristics. They focus on different industry sectors and research topics particularly relevant for the respective region.

digitalHUB Aachen



aachen.digital

 @digitalHUBac


@aachendigitalisiert

Digitaler Hub Region Bonn



digitalhub.de

 @BonnHub


@BonnHub

Digital Hub Cologne



digitalhubcologne.de

 @DigiHubCologne


münsterLAND.digital



muensterland.digital

 @DigitalHubMs

@digitalhub.cologne

Digital Innovation Hub

ruhr:HUB

Düsseldorf/Rheinland





digihub.de

 @digihub_de

hub.ruhr

 @RuhrHub


@ruhrHUB
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COWORKING IN NRW
SPACE AND EXCHANGE FOR
YOUNG FOUNDERS
If you ask start-ups what they need most at the beginning, many founders
emphasize the importance of a good working space and exchange with likeminded people. In NRW, interested parties will find office space in NRW not
only through the funding programs of incubators and accelerators. There is
now also a wide range of coworking spaces where founders and freelancers
can rent office space flexibly - whether it is for a few months, days or just
hours. As in Dortmund port, for example, where young founders have found
their workspace in the Work Inn. Demand is enormous, throughout NRW.
The growing range of options also includes new formats. In Cologne, for
example, Wertheim opened in 2016. This mixed concept offers offices
for individuals as well as for entire teams. It also provides childcare and
boarding rooms. That way, out-of-towners can also live here. In Düsseldorf,
the growth of the coworking space GarageBilk was so strong that the new
Factory Campus is now being built on an area of 34,000 square meters.
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#NRWorldWide

“Digital transformation is the focus of
our global acquisition activities. We
want to convince foreign entrepreneurs
to collaborate on future trends such as
Industry 4.0 in NRW and to pursue
growth opportunities.”
Petra Wassner
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NRW.INVEST
THE ONE-STOP AGENCY FOR
FOREIGN COMPANIES

You want to be in the same place as the
movers and shakers? Then contact us.
@NRWINVEST
@nrwinvest_com

nrwinvest

NRW.INVEST

nrwinvest.com

NRW.INVEST provides support for settlement projects
in North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW), enabling companies
and entrepreneurs to fully exploit the location’s advantages. As a state-owned economic development agency,
it is on hand every step of the way, as a central, expert
and confidential point of contact for any questions con
cerning settlement projects. Besides subsidiaries in
Japan and the USA, NRW.INVEST operates branch offices
in China, India, Korea, Poland, Russia and Turkey. With
its international representations and the head office in
Düsseldorf the agency supports companies with investment projects or business locations in NRW. Even during the analysis and planning stages, NRW.INVEST’s
specialist knowledge and a proven and established
network of economic, scientific, administrative and
political contacts are available. Petra Wassner, CEO of
NRW.INVEST for more than 15 years, continually strives
to keep an eye on business trends to secure the position
of NRW as the leading investment location in Germany.
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#NRWorldWide
REPRESENTED WORLDWIDE: NRW.INVEST

Headquarters
NRW.INVEST GmbH
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Petra Wassner
Völklinger Straße 4
40219 Düsseldorf, Germany
Phone: +49 211 13000-0
Fax: +49 211 13000-154
E-Mail: nrw@nrwinvest.com
www.nrwinvest.com
Offices Abroad
NRW.INVEST USA/North America LLC
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Dr. John D. Gatto
150 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 2940
Chicago, IL 60601, USA
Phone: +1 312 6297500
Fax: +1 312 6297501
E-Mail: info@nrwinvestllc.com
www.nrwinvest.com
NRW.INVEST USA/Silicon Valley
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Silicon Valley Office
Oliver Hanisch
585 Broadway St.
Redwood City, CA 94063, USA
Phone: +1 415 4015274
E-Mail: oliver@nrwinvestllc.com
www.nrwinvest.com

NRW Japan K.K./Tokyo
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Georg K. Löer
New Otani Garden Court 7F
4-1 Kioicho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102-0094, Japan
Phone: +81 3 52102300
Fax: +81 3 52102800
E-Mail: contact@nrw.co.jp
www.nrw.co.jp

NRW.INVEST China/Nanjing
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Jun Xu
25/F Jiangsu International Trade Mansion
50, Zhong Hua Lu
Nanjing 210001, P.R. China
Phone: +86 25 52270000
Fax: +86 25 52253219
E-Mail: office@nrwinvest-nanjing.cn
www.nrwinvestchina.cn

NRW.INVEST China/Beijing
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Xingliang Feng
Unit 1218, Landmark Tower 2
8 North Dongsanhuan Road, Chaoyang District
Beijing 100004, P.R. China
Phone: +86 10 65907066
Fax: +86 10 65906055
E-Mail: office@nrwinvest-beijing.cn
www.nrwinvestchina.cn

NRW.INVEST China/Shanghai
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Huaizhen Huang
17A, Tomson Commercial Building
No. 710 Dongfang Road
Shanghai 200122, P.R. China
Phone: +86 21 50819362
Fax: +86 21 50819363
E-Mail: office@nrwinvest-shanghai.cn
www.nrwinvestchina.cn

NRW.INVEST China/Guangzhou
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Jie Liang
No. 199 Kezhu Road, Guangzhou Science City
Guangzhou 510663, P.R. China
Phone: +86 20 32215613
Fax: +86 20 32215613
E-Mail: office@nrwinvest-gz.cn
www.nrwinvestchina.cn

NRW.INVEST China/Sichuan
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Gong Chen
Room 406, Yongling Road 25
Chengdu 610031, P.R. China
Phone: +86 28 61286373
Fax: +86 28 61286329
E-Mail: chengong@nrwinvestsichuan.cn
www.nrwinvestchina.cn
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NRW.INVEST India/Pune
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Golak C. Misra
Flat No. 6, Konark Court
11 Deccan College Road, Yerwada
Pune, 411006, India
Phone: +91 99 23206530
E-Mail: pune@nrwinvest.com
www.nrwinvest.com
NRW.INVEST Israel/Tel Aviv
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
c/o German-Israeli Chamber of
Industry & Commerce
Charme Rykower
Sharbat House, Kaufmann St. 4
68012 Tel Aviv, Israel
Phone: +972 3 680 6805
E-Mail: charme@ahkisrael.co.il
www.nrwinvest.com
NRW.INVEST Korea/Seoul
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Soyeon Kim
Korea Business Center RM 2010
309, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu
Seoul, 137-860, Korea
Phone: +82 2 34734670
Fax: +82 2 34734671
E-Mail: nrw@nrw.or.kr
www.nrwinvest.com

NRW.INVEST Poland/Warsaw
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Katarzyna Sokołowska
c/o AHK Polska
ul. Miodowa 14
00-246 Warsaw, Poland
Phone: +48 22 5310680
Fax: +48 22 5310600
E-Mail: sokolowska@nrwinvest.com
www.nrwinvest.com
NRW.INVEST Russia/Moscow
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Ekaterina Karpushenkova
1. Kasatschi per., 7
Moscow, 119017, Russia
Phone: +7 495 7301345
Fax: +7 495 2344951
E-Mail: karpushenkova@nrwinvest.com
www.nrwinvest.com
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NRW.INVEST Russia/St. Petersburg
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Tatjana Schwarzkopf
Nevskiy Prospekt 68A
St. Petersburg, 191025, Russia
Phone: +7 812 3051501
Fax: +7 812 3311723
E-Mail: info@nrwinvest-spb.ru 
www.nrwinvest.com
NRW.INVEST Turkey/Istanbul
Economic Development Agency
of the German State of
North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)
Dr. Adem Akkaya
Inönü Cad. 47/5 Gümüssuyu – Taksim
34437 Istanbul, Turkey
Phone: +90 212 2491848
Fax: +90 212 2491849
E-Mail: info@nrwinvest-istanbul.com.tr
www.nrwinvest-istanbul.com.tr
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